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QUESTION 1

The throw keyword is used to perform which two actions? (Choose two.) 

A. stop processing of the code 

B. move error handling to a separate thread 

C. raise exceptions 

D. re-throw exceptions as a different type 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

Which language uses Data Definition Language (DDL) and Data Manipulation Language (DML)? 

A. SQL 

B. C++ 

C. Pascal 

D. Java 

Correct Answer: A 

SQL uses DDL and DML. 

 

QUESTION 3

You create an object of type ANumber. The class is defined as follows. 

The code is executed as follows. 



What is the value of number after the code is executed? 

A. Null 

B. 0 

C. 3 

D. 7 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

When a base class declares a method as virtual, the method is hidden from implementation bv a derived class. 

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select "No change is needed\\'\\' if
the underlined text makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed 

B. can be overridden with its own implementation by a derived class 

C. must be overridden in any non-abstract class that directly inherits from that class 

D. cannot be overridden with its own implementation by a derived class 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Simulating the final design of an application in order to ensure that the development is progressing as expected is
referred to as: 

A. Analyzing requirements 

B. Prototyping 

C. Software testing 

D. Flowcharting 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

You are writing a Web application that processes room reservation requests. You need to verify that the room that a
guest has selected is not already reserved by another guest. 



Which type of programming should you use to determine whether the room is still available when the request is made? 

A. functional 

B. in-browser 

C. dynamic 

D. server-side 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

You have a class named Truck that inherits from a base class named Vehicle. The Vehicle class includes a protected
method named brake (). How should you call the Truck class implementation of the brake () method? 

A. Vehicle. brake (); 

B. This. brake (); 

C. MyBase. brake(); 

D. Truck. brake (); 

Correct Answer: C 

The MyBase keyword behaves like an object variable referring to the base class of the current instance of a
class.MyBase is commonly used to access base class members that are overridden or shadowed in a derived class. 

 

QUESTION 8

You are creating a Windows Store application that uses the following gesture: 

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement. Each correct selection is worth
one point. 

Hot Area: 



Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 9

You are creating an application that presents the user with a Windows Form. You need to configure the application to
display a message box to confirm that the user wants to close the form. Which event should you handle? 



A. Deactivate 

B. Leave 

C. FormClosed 

D. FormClosing 

Correct Answer: D 

The Closing event occurs as the form is being closed. 

 

QUESTION 10

You have a base class named Tree with a friend property named color and a protected property named
NumberOfLeaves. In the same project, you also have a class named Person. 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Hot Area: 



Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 11

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

A data dictionary that describes the structure of a database is called metadata. 

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select "No change is needed" if
the underlined text makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed 

B. normalization 

C. a database management system (DBMS) 



D. metacontent 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

You run the following code. 

What will the value of the variable iResult be? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: C 
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